Scientific and commercial applications are increasingly being executed in the cloud, but the difficulties associated with cluster management render on-demand resources inaccessible or inefficient to many users. Recently, the serverless execution model, in which the provisioning of resources is abstracted from the user, has gained prominence as an alternative to traditional cyberinfrastructure solutions. With its inherent elasticity, the serverless paradigm constitutes a promising computational model for scientific workflows, allowing domain specialists to develop and deploy workflows that are subject to varying workloads and intermittent usage without the overhead of infrastructure maintenance. We present the Serverless Workflow Enablement and Execution Platform (SWEEP), a cloud-agnostic workflow management system with a purely serverless execution model that allows users to define, run and monitor generic cloud-native workflows. We demonstrate the use of SWEEP on workflows from two disparate scientific domains and present an evaluation of performance and scaling.
INTRODUCTION
Serverless computing has recently gained popularity as an alternative to the traditional Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) model for cloud-based computation [1, 2] . With billing based on consumption and inherent elasticity of resources, the serverless paradigm relieves the user from provisioning and maintaining the computing infrastructure, and many commercial cloud vendors, including Amazon Web Services (AWS), Google Cloud Platform (GCP), Microsoft Azure, and IBM now offer serverless options. Function as a Service (FaaS) platforms like AWS Lambda, Google Cloud Functions and Azure Functions allow code to be executed as "stateless" functions, meaning the user is unaware of the execution environment and there is no persistent maintenance of state between invocations. Some providers also offer serverless options to run containers in a stateless manner on Container as a Service (CaaS) platforms, e.g. AWS Fargate and Azure Container Instances.
The workflow paradigm constitutes a common model for describing sets of interdependent steps involved in various academic and industrial applications. A variety of workflow management systems (WMS) are available, addressing different aspects of defining, executing, monitoring and evaluating workflows. The rise in popularity of cloud computing has also led to an increased use in workflow-based applications, but many WMS that are commonly used within the scientific domain still rely on the user to set up and configure clusters or IaaS cloud resources.
Our proposed work, the Serverless Workflow Enablement and Execution Platform (SWEEP), is a WMS built entirely on a serverless backbone that provides an end-to-end solution for defining, orchestrating, and running workflows without the need to manage compute resources. SWEEP is intended to be cloud-provider agnostic and uses a workflow definition formalism that is adapted to the paradigm of stateless tasks deployed in serverless infrastructures, allowing users to define generic cloud-native workflows that are inherently scalable. In this study, we demonstrate the utility of SWEEP by executing and evaluating workflows from two different scientific domains: a canonical genomics workflow for germline variant calling and a geosciences workflow that uses fine-resolution satellite imagery to analyze surface reflectance in lakes.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
In many scientific fields, the increasingly data-driven nature of research has seen a rise in popularity of workflows for representing the compositions of computational tasks that form complex analysis pipelines, and has led to the development of a wide variety of systems for managing workflows [3] . Textual workflow languages are low-level tools intended for users that are comfortable with scripting and programming, and range from lightweight solutions like rule-based shell scripts, e.g. Snakemake [4] and functional scripting languages like Swift [5] , to flexible frameworks such as Pegasus [6] that allow for abstract workflow definition and execution using heterogeneous compute resources. Graphical WMS like Kepler and Apache Taverna [7, 8] , on the other hand, include a graphical user interface (GUI) that helps streamline the workflow creation process and allows domain scientists to define, monitor and analyze complex workflows with minimal effort.
WMS can also be divided into general-purpose systems that allow for execution of arbitrary computational tasks, and domain-specific systems geared towards a particular research field. In the field of bioinformatics, Galaxy [9] is a widely-used WMS that provides a web-based interface, pre-built components for common tasks, and public data sharing features.
Another means of characterizing WMS is by the type of computational infrastructures they support. The increasing use of cloud computing has placed demands on WMS to function within the cloud framework. Distributed computing frameworks like Spark [10] and Hadoop YARN [11] have been used to develop workflow solutions such as Hi-WAY [12] and SAASFEE [13] , and most WMS that were initially developed for cluster and grid computing architectures now also support execution in cloud environments. Because many scientific workflows involve tasks that rely on specialized third-party software, workflow execution using heterogeneous infrastructures is nontrivial. Automation tools such as Terraform [14] can be used to configure computing infrastructure that is dependent on third-party software, but frequent updates and version incompatibilities between tools make deployment and reproducibility of workflows challenging [15] .
To address this issue, WMS that encapsulate packages and code using container technology, e.g. Docker [16] , have emerged. Such platforms include Nextflow [17] , Bwb [18] and Pachyderm [19] . While containerization addresses many of the issues outlined above and has facilitated the execution of generic workflows in a languageand cloud-agnostic manner [20, 21] , IaaS services still require users to deploy and manage clusters. Resource management tools like Docker Swarm and Kubernetes are mature and widely used technologies that help manage container orchestration and even support auto-scaling of resources, but they still require an installation and configuration process that may be cumbersome, or in the case of managed solutions, expensive.
Cost and performance analyses have shown that serverless architectures can provide a realistic alternative to these traditional solutions in various scenarios. Performance benchmarking of a microservices-based application showed that infrastructure costs can be reduced by using AWS Lambda compared to monolithic architectures or user-implemented cloud-based solutions [22] . A groundbreaking use of serverless computing is embodied by Py-Wren [23] , which is built entirely on AWS Lambda functions. Benchmarking of the execution model showed that write bandwidth to AWS S3 can compete with that of local SSD on EC2 instances, and that linear scaling of FLOPs and I/O throughput of up to 3000 workers can be reached. A linear-algebra extension NumPyWren [24] has also been developed on top of PyWren.
While such frameworks have laid the foundation for serverless computing in scientific applications, its use for workflows comprising heterogeneous black-box tasks remains under-explored. Many cloud providers offer some form of workflow orchestration tool, e.g. Azure Logic Apps and AWS Step Functions, but these are vendor-specific and often come at a premium. For example, an AWS Lambda invocation costs $0.0000002 per request, while a state transition in Step Functions is 125 times more expensive at $0.000025. Open-source alternatives include Fission Workflows [25] , which run on the Fission FaaS framework for Kubernetes, DEWE v3 [26] , and a prototype extension of Hyperflow described in [27] , where the latter two represent hybrid approaches of FaaS and dedicated resources. The contribution of SWEEP is thus a generic WMS built completely on serverless platforms that is not bound to a single provider and supports functions as well as containers as executable units, without requiring user-managed compute infrastructure.
DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
At the time of writing, SWEEP is in beta version and available upon request as a cloud server and associated API 1 . Currently supported compute engines are AWS Lambda and Fargate, with extension to other providers under development. More information about the API, along with all task and workflow definitions from the case studies in this paper, is available at the SWEEP documentation page 2 . In the remainder of this section, we briefly outline the main features of SWEEP and provide a high-level description of options for creating workflows. For full descriptions of workflow and task definitions, we refer to the documentation.
Workflow Definition
SWEEP workflows are abstractly represented using the Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) formalism, in which tasks correspond to nodes, and an edge from node X to node Y signifies that X must complete before Y can be executed. Users define workflows by means of a data serialization language which is parsed into the graph representation. In order to capture the unique requirements for defining and executing serverless workflows comprised of stateless tasks, a new definition and execution model has been developed within SWEEP.
The goal was to design a system that hands all control of execution runtimes over to the cloud provider, makes no assumptions about data persistence and maintains a black-box view of tasks, while following common design principles of other workflow definition languages in order to retain portability and familiarity for users of e.g. Common Workflow Language (CWL) and Workflow Description Language (WDL). Thus, SWEEP supports constructs such as scatter and gather, conditionals, and the use of expressions for control of data flow. However, SWEEP also implements more complex flow control such as nested scatter and multi-level gather, and unlike CWL, in which expressions are written in JavaScript, SWEEP is purely Python-based.
Tasks
Tasks comprise the executable units of a workflow, or the nodes in the DAG representation. In SWEEP, there are two types of tasks, function-based and container-based, which correspond directly to the serverless execution models FaaS and CaaS. Users define tasks by packaging code, dependencies and/or runtime information as required by the cloud provider (for example, in a zip-file or a Docker image) and registering the package with SWEEP. As previously stated, SWEEP workflows follow the stateless paradigm in which tasks have no affinity to the underlying compute infrastructure and therefore no persistent state other than what is explicitly externalized, using e.g. object stores or databases. The WMS does not impose directives for where data should be stored or make any other assumptions about task functionality.
Execution Control
SWEEP offers several workflow constructs for static and dynamic control of execution. Dynamic parallelism is implemented using the task properties scatter and follow, described below. By combining these, custom multi-level scatter and gather behavior can be defined. Figure 1 shows an example of a nested scatter followed by three different types of gather.
The scatter property causes a task Y to be multiplied according to a list-type output of a predecessor task X , so that each new copy Y i of the task Y receives one item of the list as input. The behavior of descendants Z of the scattered task Y is controlled by the follow property. If a node Z is specified to follow an ancestor node U , Z will be multiplied to the same value that U was multiplied by, and for every U i and every descendant of U i for which there was a path from U to Z in the original workflow definition, there will be a path from U i to Z i . Intuitively, Z i gathers all of the aggregated output from U i . The default behavior (if no follow value is specified), is that one copy of the task Z is spawned, and there is an edge to Z from every node that is a predecessor of Z in the original workflow definition.
Other control structures include specifying conditions that must be fulfilled for tasks to execute, as well as delay, timeout and concurrency constraints. Error handling behavior can be controlled in a task-specific fashion by limiting the number of retries, and specifying whether or not a task failure should be ignored or should halt workflow execution.
Flow of Information
On the workflow level, information passes along the edges of the DAG, and every task has access to the data that was generated by each of its predecessors. On the execution level, the information that can be propagated to the task runtime depends on the interface supported by the task type. Functions are invoked with arguments and can return values. Containers do not support input or output, but it is possible to set their environment variables and modify the command that is run at entry. In addition to task-specific behavior, Step 1 shows the original workflow definition, with dotted lines indicating dynamic tasks that have scatter and/or follow properties yet to be resolved. In Step 2, task X scatters based on output from task W . Task Y follows X . In Step 3, the tasks Y i scatter on output from X i . Three versions of Step 4 are shown, depending on the follow-property of task Z . In 4a, task Z does not have the property specified. In 4b, task Z follows task X , with each Z i gathering the output from an X i . In 4c, task Z follows task Y , forming parallel chains of tasks.
there are also workflow-level imperatives for static input and output. These are specified in the workflow definition, and are thus independent of the task execution. However, they can be defined using expressions that depend on, for example, the output from predecessor tasks, allowing for dynamic behavior.
CASE STUDIES 4.1 Variant Calling Workflow
Variant calling is the process of identifying sites at which a DNA sequence of interest differs from a reference. Variants can include short sequences like single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and insertions or deletions (indels), as well as larger structural differences like inversions and translocations. The Genome Sequencing and Analysis Group at the Broad Institute in Cambridge, MA has developed a set of standardized genetic analysis pipelines that are bundled in the resource the Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK) [28] . The toolkit includes a best practice pipeline for alignment and variant calling of short germline DNA variants that uses several different open-source software packages. We used this pipeline, in combination with more recent documentation on GATK forums and GitHub pages, to construct a SWEEP workflow for generating a variant call format (VCF) file from a single set of Illumina paired-end reads in FASTQ format.
As shown in Figure 2 , the SWEEP variant calling workflow consists of 14 distinct tasks. The first one defines the set of samples of interest and forwards the information to its successors. Tasks 2-6 are used to create index files for the reference genome and its known SNPs and indels. Tasks 7-13 perform the sample-specific analysis, with Task 7 scattering over the output of Task 1. Tasks 8-13 are configured to follow Task 7, creating a parallel chain in the graph for each sample. The meta-information passed to Task 7 by Task 1 is propagated to its successors using the static output functionality. Task 14 gathers the results of the parallel chains and writes final output to external storage. The variant calling case study is an example of a workflow requiring computationally intensive batch processing of large amounts of data. Container-based implementations were used for Tasks 2-12, and AWS S3 was used as an intermediary data store. Figure 3 shows the DAG representation of the workflow for a problem size of 64 samples after the graph has been expanded, illustrating its parallel structure.
To evaluate the scalability of the workflow, we used individuals from the European and African superpopulations from the 1000 Genomes Project [29] AWS S3 public data set, selecting only samples with paired-end read data and excluding exome sequencing samples. We did not control for paired-end read file size or read quality when constructing this dataset, and the scalability measures were therefore subject to fluctuations due to cohort-specific characteristics. However, we note that non-uniform datasets are typical in the field of genomics. In this study, we used chromosome 20 as the reference genome due to cost and time constraints, but the workflow is easily generalizable to full genome reference sequences.
Satellite Imagery Workflow
In this case study we implemented a satellite imagery analysis pipeline to evaluate surface reflectance of lakes in interior Alaska. Northern latitudes are warming at twice the rate as the rest of the globe [30] , a development that is expected to catalyze changes in environmental processes including the release of greenhouse gases. Quantifying changes in northern lakes is important as they provide crucial habitats and regulate global biogeochemical cycles, but extensive field surveys are hindered by the remoteness of the regions. Satellite remote sensing offers a feasible mechanism for large-scale observation [31] that can improve our ability to model ecosystem dynamics in remote lakes, but fine-scale analysis comes with its own set of challenges. It requires imagery to be quickly distilled and analyzed to keep up with rapid changes over time, a process that often requires significant computational resources.
A SWEEP workflow, illustrated in Figure 4 , was constructed to execute the image analysis pipeline, using Planet [32] as a provider of satellite data. Task 1 defines the geographical area of interest (AOI) and desired date range, which corresponds to problem size. These are passed to Task 2, which issues an API call to search for available imagery. Task 3 scatters over the smaller segments of interest in the satellites field of view, each task sending a clipping request to the API. These are gathered in Task 4, which sends a download request for each one, exemplifying the scatter-gather functionality. A time-sensitive link referencing the clipped image is passed to Task 5, which in turn extracts and calculates the band ratios. The final Task 6 writes the band metrics that were gathered for each lake and date to S3. Figure 5 shows the expanded task graph for a problem of size 28 days.
In many ways, this case study exemplifies emerging cloud-native workflows and their particular demands. Tasks that interact with an external API are subject to restrictions since API services often impose limits on request rate or number of concurrent connections to ensure that the service is not exploited. For this reason, the limit on the number of concurrent tasks in SWEEP was set to 7, a number that was found to be suitable by experimentation. Additionally, as the delivery and activation of Planet API services are asynchronous in nature, SWEEP must be aware of such external delays during workflow orchestration. For example, Task 3 is configured to expect a delay since the imagery activation request can take several minutes to complete. Because task errors can occur from exceeding rate limits or timeouts when connecting to the API endpoint, all tasks in the workflow are configured to use a retry mechanism with exponential back-off. The satellite imagery workflow contains function-based tasks only.
EVALUATION
The performance of SWEEP was evaluated on different problem sizes for the two workflows described in Section 4. The variant calling workflow was executed for 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 and 128 samples, and the satellite imagery workflow for 1 to 56 days in weeklong increments. The workflows were run 5 times sequentially for each problem size, and we report averages over these replications unless otherwise stated.
Workflow runtime is defined as the wall time from start to the time the last task finishes. Task runtime is divided into execution time, i.e. the task duration reported by the cloud provider, and overhead. Execution times may vary because of computational load, but also as a result of variability in service due to the use of shared compute infrastructure as opposed to dedicated resources. Overhead includes delays due to failures and retries, as well as the time taken by the WMS to register changes in task status.
For cost reporting, we consider the compute charges of all tasks in a workflow, calculated based on the resource usage reported by AWS. Pricing of the US West region as of August 2019 was used, 14   13A  13B  13C  13D  13E  13F  13G  13H  13I  13J  13K  13L  13M  13N  13O  13P  13Q  13R  13S  13T  13U  13V  13W  13X  13Y  13Z  13AA  13AB  13AC  13AD  13AE  13AF  13AG  13AH  13AI  13AJ 13AK  13AL  13AM  13AN  13AO  13AP  13AQ  13AR  13AS  13AT  13AU  13AV  13AW  13AX  13AY  13AZ  13BA  13BB  13BC  13BD  13BE  13BF  13BG  13BH  13BI  13BJ  13BK  13BL   1   2  3  4  5  6   7A  7B  7C  7D  7E  7F  7G  7H  7I  7J  7K  7L  7M  7N  7O  7P  7Q  7R  7S  7T  7U  7V  7W  7X  7Y  7Z  7AA  7AB  7AC  7 AD  7AE  7AF  7AG  7AH  7AI  7AJ 7AK  7AL  7AM  7AN  7AO  7AP  7AQ  7AR  7AS  7AT  7AU  7AV  7AW  7AX  7AY  7AZ  7BA  7BB  7BC  7BD  7BE  7BF  7BG  7BH  7BI  7BJ  7BK  7BL   8A  8B  8C  8D  8E  8F  8G  8H  8I  8J  8K  8L  8M  8N  8O  8P  8Q  8R  8S  8T  8U  8V  8W  8X  8Y  8Z  8AA  8AB  8AC  8AD  8AE  8AF  8AG  8AH  8AI  8AJ 8AK  8AL  8AM  8AN  8AO  8AP  8AQ  8AR  8AS  8AT  8AU  8AV  8AW  8AX  8AY  8AZ  8BA  8BB  8BC  8BD  8BE  8BF  8BG  8BH 8BI 8BJ 8BK 8BL Figure 3 : DAG representation of a finished run of the variant calling workflow for 64 samples. ignoring free-tier allowances. Additional costs like logging and DNS services were excluded, as the compute charges constitute the largest part of the total and provide a figure that is easier to interpret and compare. For this reason, costs of remote storage are also excluded. The SWEEP server was hosted on an AWS EC2 instance of type t2.medium, the cost of which is also not included. Tables 1 and 2 show the configured memory and CPU resources for each task in the two workflows, as well as the number of tasks spawned for each problem size. Figure 6A illustrates the workflow process for a launch of 32 samples, showing execution times and overhead. For this workflow, the overheads are low compared to total task duration, and therefore barely visible. Durations of the overhead for different problem sizes are visible in Figure 6C , and show that although the averages remain stable throughout, outliers with overhead up to 175 seconds emerge for the larger problem sizes. We observed that this was mainly due to throttling of the AWS API when launching many container-based tasks simultaneously, resulting in failures and retries. Figure 6B shows the execution times per task type for different problem sizes. It should be noted that since the tasks operate on different samples, there is inherent variation in execution times, and that there are samples that consistently behave as outliers with runtimes over twice the average. For this reason, we consider median execution time per task type for a run, and plot the average over different runs. For most tasks, the median execution time was unaffected by problem size. Taking into account the fact that the larger problem sizes contained increasingly time-consuming samples, no significant deterioration in performance as a result of increased parallel workload was observed. Figure 7 shows the average workflow runtime and compute cost per problem size. The fact that the cost does not vary greatly over runs for the same problem size further suggests a consistent service level, with stable execution times over different invocations. A challenging aspect of the variant calling workflow is the high variability in execution time among instances of Task 7. In traditional compute infrastructures, such workflows can be difficult to manage as they may require careful scheduling to avoid over-provisioning. A benefit of the serverless computational model is that this is inherently handled by the provider, visible in Figure 7 as a linearly rising cost even though increasingly longer-running samples are included (as indicated by the step-wise increase of workflow runtime). Figure 6 : Evaluation of the variant calling workflow. A: Execution time and overhead for tasks in a run of 32 samples, ordered by starting time relative to the beginning of the workflow run. Overhead is shown in red (although barely visible for this workflow). B: Median execution time, separated by task type, and averaged over 5 runs for each problem size. C: Size of task overhead for all tasks in all runs for a given problem size.
Variant Calling Workflow

Satellite Imagery Workflow
The satellite imagery workflow comprises function-based tasks only. Compared to the variant calling case study, these have lower execution times, and the workflow structure differs by the existence of the intermediary gathering Task 4. The parallel execution of the workflow is further limited by constraints imposed by external services. As explained in Section 4.2, due to rate limits of the Planet API, a limit of 7 parallel SWEEP tasks is imposed, and delays are in place to handle asynchronous API requests. Figure 8A shows task execution times and overheads for a run of 7 days. In this case, the overhead does not include the time spent waiting due to the limit in task concurrency. The very high overheads for Task 3 instances are largely due to the high failure rate of requests to the Planet API. Retries of API requests occur within a task and are visible as variations in execution time. When a task is retried by the SWEEP engine, the extra time taken is registered as task overhead. After the maximum number of SWEEP retries is reached, the task fails and becomes a dangling node in the task graph, indicated as gray nodes in Figure 5 . Overhead duration for Task 3 is shown in Figure 8B . Although there is higher variation for larger problem sizes, the average remains stable, illustrating how task concurrency can be used to tailor workflow management behavior to handle limitations imposed by external services. Figure 8C shows the per-task execution times over all launches and problem sizes. Tasks 2 and 4 are excluded as their workloads increase with problem size. Tasks 1, 3 and 5 make requests to the Planet API, explaining much of the seen variation, as previously discussed. Task 6 is independent of external services, and shows a high level of consistency in execution time. Figure 9 shows the average workflow runtime and compute cost for different problem sizes of the satellite imagery workflow. With the task concurrency limit, the roughly linear increase in runtime is expected, and a corresponding behavior is seen in the cost. The compute cost does not exceed $0.03 per workflow, and exhibits a high level of consistency over different runs. An increased failure rate for requests to the Planet API is a likely explanation for the higher variation in cost for larger problem sizes.
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
The presented case studies exemplify the use of SWEEP for the creation of scalable workflows, but we note that there are several aspects of the serverless model that must be taken into account in the context of executing scientific workflows.
Firstly, limitations of FaaS and CaaS services are in place for most providers, and may impose constraints that render some workflows impractical or impossible to define. For example, Lambda functions have a timeout of 900 s and a maximum of 3 GB memory. Fargate maximum allocations are 4 vCPUs, 30 GB memory and 10 GB disk, with an additional 4 GB for volume mounts. However, we note that the transition away from monolithic architectures towards distributed computing has already triggered re-definition of workflows to smaller segments that are easily parallelizable. An example from genomics is described in [33] , in which a variant calling pipeline is defined that parallelizes over populations and chromosomes. As the use of serverless architectures to execute data-intensive and computationally expensive applications increases, providers may also adapt their services accordingly.
Furthermore, a consequence of the lack of control over provisioning the computational environment is that stability and response is governed by the provider's service level agreement (SLA) and may be subject to variability. Although we did not observe high variation in execution times, overhead due to AWS API throttling were visible from only 64 parallel Fargate tasks. Both Lambda and Fargate also have limits on the number of parallel invocations in place. These were not reached by the experiments performed in this study, but would lead to additional overhead for workflows with larger parallel workloads. We plan to develop alternatives for overcoming such limitations by exploring the use of scheduling techniques that leverage multiple clouds, and making use of data from previous invocations to predict and optimize cost as well as execution time. As has been explored in [23] and [34] , FaaS tasks are also subject to invocation overhead due to latency caused by the initialization process of the container that serves the function. We plan to analyze such invocation overhead of the FaaS and CaaS services used, and explore whether options like preemptive spawning of tasks can be used to obtain more consistent performance.
The stateless nature of serverless tasks also requires careful consideration of the effects of remote storage on I/O throughput and cost. In the current version of SWEEP, it is up to the user to define tasks so that they maintain data persistence in an efficient manner, but we plan to include a default solution that provides intermediary storage for user-defined tasks via an interface.
Finally, although pricing of serverless compute is higher than on-demand resources, the elasticity of FaaS and CaaS renders them more cost-effective under certain conditions. For a simple example comparing costs between Fargate and EC2, we consider a cluster of 20 m5a.xlarge instances, totalling 80 vCPUs and 320 GB memory. For an image that requires 4 vCPUs and 16 GB memory, 20 instances at maximum can be deployed on the cluster. Denoting the level of utilization as the percentage of this number that are actually deployed at a given time, we compare the cluster cost to that of running the same amount of containers on Fargate. The level at which Fargate costs exceed cluster is around 15 instances, meaning that at levels lower than 75% cluster utilization, using Fargate results in lower costs.
We acknowledge that this simple calculation does not take into account the lower costs of reserved instances and that cluster autoscaling can be used to mitigate under-provisioning, but it illustrates the fact that the added costs of serverless are of significance only if efficient cluster utilization can be maintained. On-demand resources thus tend to be the most economical for applications with stable and predicable workloads, and we argue that for many scientific workflow scenarios, the greater elasticity outweighs the additional costs of serverless compute. As previously discussed, much of the overhead associated with cluster configuration and management is also avoided. Another advantage is that cost breakdown can be easily made at the workflow and even task level, giving very fine granularity of total charges. Per-task resource usage over time is currently made available via the SWEEP API, allowing users to fine-tune resource allocation. In the future, we plan to enhance and automate resource optimization, and explore the tradeoff between charges for increased memory and the resulting shorter runtimes.
CONCLUSION
In this work we introduce SWEEP, a WMS built on the serverless execution model that allows the direct mapping of functions and containers to tasks in workflows. SWEEP's workflow definition language is designed for the paradigm of serverless workflows comprising stateless tasks and provides powerful constructs for parallelism and dynamic graph unrolling, which we demonstrate on two workflows from different scientific domains. The SWEEP system thus provides a layer of structure and orchestration on top of serverless execution frameworks, allowing a wide variety of data processing pipelines to be re-defined and executed as scalable cloud-native workflows.
